Magnetoencephalographic evaluation of children and adolescents with intractable epilepsy.
Magnetoencephalographic (MEG) discharges were recorded with multichannel superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) gradiometers in 13 young candidates for epilepsy surgery. The sources of epileptic activity were related to generators of somatosensory and auditory evoked cortical responses and projected on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans. Seven subjects had restricted or regional MEG foci, located in the frontoopercular (1), sensorimotor (3), perisylvian (1), mesiotemporal (1), or temporooccipital cortex (1). The MEG foci in the 3 patients who underwent operation agreed with the intracranial findings. Findings in the other patients emphasize the need to collect further data to define the ultimate role of MEG in preoperative evaluation of epilepsy.